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Abstract— Totally automated provisioning and application of 

applications are one of the most crucial basics to work with 

the benefits associated with cloud computing are reducing 

costs for managing and maintaining the application. A lot of 

techniques, tools, and provider are existing to automate the 

deployment processes. The DevOps society arranges tooling 

to implement distribute software in an application-oriented 

manner. Every project has different types of environment 

such as Development, Production, Quality Analysis and 

Demo. It is also designed on a multitier architecture such as 

Web node, Application node, and Database node. System 

operation team faces challenges for managing and deploying 

the applications on all environments and it too much time for 

deploying the application on multiple servers. As the number 

of code changes in a project, then the cost for deploy of the 

project must be pay to developers and operational personnel. 

In this paper, a web-based application which focuses on 

installation and configuration of any software on the cloud 

base server. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing has become universal useful owing to the 

growing demands. It needs a more dissimilar system that 

outcome in building interoperability a zone of interest. It is a 

kind of internet based computing that provides shared 

processing resources (Network, Storage, Server, Application, 

services) and data to the computer and other devices like a 

mobile phone on demand. Increasing maturity in Cloud 

computing technology leads various organizations to switch 

their infrastructure environment either completely or partially 

to the cloud-based system. Hence, various projects are 

deployed on the cloud from their existing datacenter. The user 

can design their own network architecture, type of instance 

and design of high availability. The Amazon Web services 

are the foundation for polarity and success of Cloud 

computing. The Cloud is not limited to the foundation assets, 

for example, registering the power and storage capacity. 

There are higher-level facility distribution models available, 

namely Platform as Service (Pass) and Software as service 

(SaaS). 
In specific, in the situation of PaaS model the 

provider basically offers Cloud-enabled middleware solution 

to their customer. Solution can also be delivered as 

middleware service (e.g., database service) or recyclable 

middleware components. The different distribution methods 

are accessible in this condition, contingent upon how the 

supplier driven robotics of the offered middleware solution is 

leveraged by application developers. In specifically in the 

case of PaaS model the provider basically offers Cloud-

enabled. 

Middleware solution to their customer. Many of this 

solution can either be provided as middleware service (e. g, 

web service, the application as service, databases as service) 

or recyclable middleware modules that can be used for 

deployment of the application. The different application 

methods are presented in this environment, depending on how 

the provider-driven automation of the existing middleware 

solution is leveraged by software developers. 
The study presented in this article builds on our past 

work [2] and concentrates on the portrayal of these 

distribution methods, with the purpose of discovering the 

most capable deployment of various varieties of application 

loads on PaaS and IaaS solution. Nowadays, in the market 

there are two types of teams are working. One is a Developer 

team and another is an Operational team. Developer team 

works only for Application Development such as Mobile, The 

Web and Desktop application, and operational teamwork for 

installing the software, configuring the software and 

deploying the application on the server. The projects have a 

multi-tier of architecture such as web node, application node, 

and database node. Also, the project deploys on various 

environments like a test environment, development 

environment, demo environment and production 

environment. So, deploying the application on all 

environments and changing the configuration file according 

to the environment much time is required. 
The overall aim of our effort is to form the 

foundation for a deployment and conclusion support system 

for application on the various environment of the cloud 

server. 
 Select a web application for deployment on various 

environments and analyzed the deployment requirements 

configuration part for environment-wise. 

 Based on these wants, implement the automated 

distribution of applications on various environments. 

Describe the environment structure on section III.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Johannes Wettinger, Vasilios Andrikopoulos et.al [2] 

describes accessible arrangement approaches autonomously 

from the fundamental innovation utilized. For this purpose, 

the author picks Web applications with various innovation 

stacks and examines their particular arrangement 

prerequisites. Arrangement these applications utilized for 

each of the distinguished sorts of sending methodologies in 

the Cloud. It gives the assessment comes about and determine 

suggestions which organization way to deal with utilizing in 

light of the sending prerequisites of an application 

J. Wettinger, et.al [19] proposed a middleware-

situated organization method that characterizes how the 

organization of middleware segments can be characterized in 

a way that permits to proposal them as PaaS building blocks, 

and empower the automatic deployment of use segments on 

them. It likewise exhibits an assessment of regarding 
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proposition, together with the educations knowledgeable 

amid this action. The Platform as a Service (PaaS) show 

advances the expansion and distribution of utilizations on top 

of middleware arrangements offered by the supplier. 

Conveying an application in this model involves both the 

deployment of the application the application on tops of the 

stage, however conceivably additionally the arrangement of 

the middleware segments required by the application. 

Johannes Wettinger, Vasilios Andrikopoulos, et.al 

[5] proposed mechanized provisioning then organization of 

utilizations on IaaS and PaaS arrangements is single of the 

significant empowering influences in the decrease of the 

operational expenses of moving to the Cloud. Tooling and 

methods for the most part from the DevOps people group 

have given the way to such computerization through sending 

arranges. Be that as it may, these methodologies concentrate 

on the sending of Separate, particular application loads at the 

period, yielding reusability for proficiency and simplicity in 

the advancement of such arrangement arranges. The author 

classifies and describes accessible deployment approaches 

autonomously from the basic innovation utilized. For this 

reason, it picks Web applications with various innovation lots 

and breaks down their particular arrangement prerequisites. 

Subsequently, the author arrangements these applications 

utilizing each of the recognized sorts of organization 

methodologies in the Cloud. At long last, the outcome 

demonstrates the assessment and determine suggestions 

which organization way to deal with utilizing in light of the 

sending prerequisites of an application. 

A. Menychtas, V. Andrikopoulos , et.al [8] tended to 

the significant difficulties handled by 4CaaSt for 

comprehensive management of applications and services in a 

PaaS. These difficulties include blueprint language to portray 

applications in the cloud and its lifecycle administration, and 

a one-stop look for Cloud administrations and a PaaS level 

asset administration highlighting the versatility and propelled 

Network as a Service abilities. 4CaaSt additionally gives an 

arrangement of prepared to utilize Cloud local 

administrations and Cloud empowered foreigner advances. 

The assessment procedure took after to evaluate 4CaaSt 

advance is likewise portrayed. The 4CaaSt venture goes for 

making an inventive system for making, advertising, 

conveying and overseeing applications on the 

Cloud, both over stage items and stage as an 

administration. 4CaaSt presents the idea of the outline, a 

specialized description of an application or an administration 

that decouples the different conditions it has along the Cloud 

layers. 

Zhen Xiao, Qi Chen and Weijia Son, [10] a 

framework utilizes virtualization innovation to dispense 

information focus assets powerfully in light of use requests 

and bolster green figuring by upgrading the quantity of 

servers being used. A cloud computing framework is a 

multifaceted system with a big amount of shared resources. 

Cloud asset administration requires complex approaches and 

choices for multi-objective improvement. Distributed 

computing is a successful processing model since it takes into 

account the arrangement of assets on request. In the asset, 

administration issues the Dynamic asset portion the issue is a 

standout amongst the most vital issues. To display a superior 

answer for unraveling the issue of element asset designation 

in a distributed computing environment, the proposed 

framework speaks to the skewness calculation to decide the 

roughness in the multi-dimensional asset use of the server. 

III. PROPOSED APPLICATION AUTOMATION DEPLOYMENT ON 

CLOUD IAAS (INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICES) 

In fig. 1 is the architecture of SugerCRM application. The 

SugerCRM application having two tiers of architecture, web 

server, and database server. This application is running on 

apache web server and MySQL database. 

 
Fig. 1: SugerCRM application 

The proposed system is installing and configures 

this application on multiple environments. It uses a server-

agent communication model. The server component is called 

the master and agent is called as a slave machine. The master 

is responsible for sending commands to slave and then 

aggregation and displaying the result of those commands. A 

single master can manage thousands of slave system. The 

instances communicate with managed using a publish-

subscribe pattern. 

 
Fig. 2: Different types of environment 

 
Fig. 3: Directory structure. 
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In the above figure (2) multiple environments 

connecting to the master server, it is denoted by the 

controller. The master server installing and configure 

SugerCRM application on multiple environments 

(Development, Production and Test). Using a salt stack 

model to install and configure multiple applications on a 

different environment. 

In the below figure (3) is directory structure to store 

state files or formula in environment vice. 

The /srv/salt [40] look for formulas. Can be multiple 

directories, defined by file_root in the master configuration 

file. 

 The salt looks for pillar data. Can be multiple directories, 

defined by pillar_roots in master configure file. 

 The environments enable you to target slave of different 

environment and to also test code in stages. The slave 

with grain ‗env‘ set to dev won‘t get formula/pillar data 

from prod for example. 

 The formulas are separate directories and contain 

logically related to a unit of work. 

 The sls file contain the salt logic and pillar data. Init.sls 

is the entry point for formula. When you refer to 

―apache‖ while calling module you are actually calling 

init.sls inside apache. It can also call install.sls for a 

specific sls fie. It can also have directories inside the 

formula. 

Using below formula to install apache software on 

the slave machine. 

 install-apache: pkg.installed: 

 name: apache2  

 run apache: service.running: 

 name: apache2 

The state file is written in YAML script. The YAML 

signify ―”YAML Ain‘t Markup Language” it uses a script 

file and arranges into a design which is Human-readable the 

above script are two blocks – one is installing apache and 

other is making sure it is running. In a first block: 
―install-apache is just a title. The second line calls 

a module named ―pkg and expects the state to be ―installed. 

IV. RESULT 

In this section results of the given system are mentions for 

Installation and configuration of software on multiple servers. 

Installation and configuration of software on multiple servers 

in minimum time. This system tested on various platform like 

Linux, Windows. 

 
Fig. 4: Web Services front-end 

 
Fig. 5: Upload yaml script 

  
Fig. 6: Software installation page. 

 
 Fig. 7: Apache2 software successfully install on server. 

 
Fig. 8: Detail of machine up and down servers. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an innovative method to install and configure 

the application on different environments is presented. It uses 

SaltStack tool to deploy the application on different servers. 

A pillar method is used to ensure data security and easy data 

flow. The given system was implemented on case study and 

result proved its validity. A significant amount of time was 

saved when compare to procedures used to configure a 
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similar system. The time requires for configuring the system 

also reduced by 90%, which led to a reduction in man hours 

of operation resulting in a lower implementation cost. 
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